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The Final Word from
Martial Arts' First Lady!
With the birth of the Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do Nucleus,

it is hoped order finally will come to the art Bruee Lee

made famous.

By Linda Lee Cadwell
"\(/hat is jeet kune do?"

Vith these words, Bruce began his profound article enti*

tled, "Liberate Yourself From Classical Karate" in the Sep-

tember, 1971 issue of Blach Beh magazine. Twenty-six years

after his death it seems appropriate to ask this question once

again.

For a number of years, I had heard murmurings that there

was controversy and confusion in the world of jeet kune do.

Bruce's senior instructor in Seattle, \flash., Trly Kimura, had

talked to me numerous times about needing to do something

to ensure that Bruce's art of jeet kune do would not be lost after

all of his first-generation students had departed the scene.

Distressing Signals
On Bruce's gravestone, it reads "Founder of Jeet Kune f)o."

I had earnestly hoped that someday his grandchildren would
read that and know what a remarkable creative genius their

grandfather was. I was distressed to read and hear about the

Linda Lee Cadwell was the wlfe of the late Bruce Lee
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o'Bruee and Brandon made enriching

contributions to the cosmic process which

produced them and to which they have

returned. We hope to honor their work

hv the efforts we make.oo

13 of Bruce's original students, including the

assistant instructors of his schools, Taky
Kimura and Dan Inosanto, three second-gen-

eration students, our daughtet Shannon, and

myself met. During the meetings a number of
momentous decisions were made which were

significant to the perpetuation o[ Bruce Leet
martial art.

Original vs. Concepts
Our discussion first turned to popular

opinion expressed in the press. At that time
debate raged widely about two seemingly
divergent points ofview that labeled jeet kune

do either "original" or "conceptual"'. One

polariry in points of view regarding what the

name jeet kune do means.

Bruce said, "If people say jeet kune do is

different from ihis' or from 'that,' then let the

name of jeet kune do he wiped out for that is
what it is, just a name. Please dont fuss over

it."
I have given this expression great consider-

ation and sometimes thought, yes, let it be

wiped out-Bruce would be happier about
that than having the name applied to: a

restricted set of skills merely imitative of his

combative moves; simply a theoretical
approach to the study of martial arts; an

eclectic jumble of any fighting techniques and

philosophical dogma that is convenient; or
some combination oF these three. Obviously
then, jeet kune do could mean anything or
nothing.

Perhaps the name jeet kune do should have

been wiped out long ago, but now,

23 years after Bruce's death, the
name is too widely associated with
Bruce Lee's way of martial arts to
simply vanish like a star on a cloudy
night. It is time once again to point
a finger at the moon and see ifit can

let the light of the jeet kune do star

shine through. Keep in mind, how-
ever, as Bruce said, "The usefulness

of the finger is in pointing away

from itself to the light which illu-
mines finger and all."

To examine the heavenly beaury

it seemed right and proper that the

people who were Brucet personal

friends and students should gather

to explore the meaning and direc-
tion ofjeet kune do. On Jan. 10-1 I,
1996 in Seattle, W'ash., a group of

Father and son lay side by slde at a Seattle, Wash,, cemetery.

group accused the other of being stuck in
time, merely imitating Bruce's moves and
ignoring his dictate to grow and adapt to
changing times and circumstances.

The other side asserted that the conceptual

school consisted of simply a theoretical
approach relying on research development and

change for the sake of change that would lead

to the eventual disappearance of the funda-
mental roots of jeet kune do. It did not take

us long to realize that, like the yin and the

yang, there were elements of each within the

other; for example, Bruce's original teachings

contain within them the concept of indepen-

dent inquiry:

"Learning is defnitely not mere imitation,
nor is it the ability to accumulate and regurgitate

fxed knowledge. Learning is a constant process of
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different people. We endeavored to find some

clarification. The group discussed the fact that

there are many schools around the world that

purport to teach something called jeet kune

do whose instructors have little or no qualifi-
cations in the art. Using the name jeet kune

do or some version of it has become so

common that it has led to great confusion
among the public, especially those seeking

legitimate instruction.
Therefore, it was decided that from this

day forward, to distinguish the body oF tech-

nical and philosophical knowledge studied
and taught by Bruce Lee from any other ver-

sion of "jeet kune do," the name JUN FAN

JEET KUNE DO should be adopted as the

name of Bruce's true art.

Jun Fan Reborn
The reason the name Jun Fan Jeet Kune

Do was chosen is significant and bears expla-

nation. Jun Fan was Brucek Chinese first or

given name. The meaning of Jun Fan in literal
translation is "to arouse and shake the Foreign

countries. " This Bruce accomplished by
shining the bright light of his beautiful Chi-
nese culture on the peoples ofall nations. Sec-

ondly, when Bruce opened his first formal

school in Seattle he called it the Jun Fan Gung
Fu Institute, thus it is of historical impor-
tance. Thky Kimura has always taught under

the name Jun Fan Gung Fu because that was

the name Bruce used when he lived in Seattle.

Dan Inosanto has also tausht elements of

discouerl, a process without end. In JKD we

begin not by accumulation but by discouering the

cause of our ignorance, a discouery that inuolues

a sheddingprocess."

Clearly there exists a "non-fixed" body o[
technical and philosophical knowledge which
was studied and taught by Bruce Lee, and
clearly the essential element of jeet kune do

that it is not a thing, rather it is an individual

process of evolving to the greatest height of
self-actualization. There[ore, it was concluded

that there is no real difference between the
two schools of thought and that the labels

original and concepts were non-descriptive
and should be eliminated.

The problem remained, however, that the

name ieet kune do implied different things to

The Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do Nucleus was
formed to continue Bruce Lee's vision of
evolving to the greatest height of self-
actualization.

Bruce's curriculum incorporating Jun Fan,

therefore for all these reasons the Jun Fan

name was retained.

Shannon suggested the name JUN FAN

JEET KUNE DO and it was approved by
everyone present. It is important to note that
there is no slash between Jun Fan and jeet

kune do because the development of Brucet

art was a continuous and indivisible Process.
After lengthy discussion the group which

met in Seattle decided that Jun Fan Jeet Kune

Do should apply For status as a nonprofit cor-

poration and thereby the name could be pro-

tected and recognized For the benefit of future

generations. In our deliberations, we recalled

Brucet own words from the 1971 article:
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Code of Bthics
Recognizing that, as members of the family of Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do, we are

united in the common goals of perpetuating the teachings of the founder, Bruce

Lee, and promoting unity among instructors, practitioners and general members,

all members agree to abide by the following code of ethics:

4I. To always respect and protect the name and image of the founder of Jun Fan

Jeet Kune Do, Bruce Lee, and the art he developed.

Z. To have mutual respect for each member and to refrain from making any neg-

ative comments about a fellow member. lf members have grievances with each

other, these should be addressed in private or at a public meeting of the Nucleus

and not debated in a public forum.

J. fo share philosophical insights and technical knowledge freely with each

other in order to further enhance each person's efficiency in the art.

AaF. To be fully responsible for the actions of your subordinates*assistants,
associates, instructors and employees; to enforce a code of ethics that includes

the guidelines set forth in this document. lf a member has a problem with a stu-

dent of another member, he is to bring it up with that member for redress.

C. fo have respect for any other discipline a member may be involved in outside

of Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do. In other words, if a member studies another martial art,

his ability should be highly regarded; however, another art should not be referred

to as Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do.

"It is conceiuab/e that a long tine ogo a cer-

tain martial artist discouered sonte partial truth.

During his lfetime, the man resisted rhe tenptd-
tion to organize this partial trutlt...AJter his

death bis skrdents took 'hii hlpotheses, 'his'pos-

tulates, 'his' inclinations, and 'hii method and
ntrned them into law...What originatcd as ona

mani intuition of some sort of personal .fluidit1
has been transformed into so/idificd,.fixcd
knowledge...ln so doing, the well-meaning, lo.yal

followers haue not on/y made thls knou,ladge rt

hofi shrlne, but also a tonb in u,hich tl,q, lrtuc
buried the founder\ tuisdon "

Certainly we wanted to :rvoid interrul.rtittg
the {low toward pcrsonal liberation by castiug

in stone rigid sets oi prescribccl routines or
patterns oF thinking that the creation of atr

orgar-rization could inrply. But thcre arc clifl
lterent types of organizatiorls: one type sers

irself up as an authority, esrablishing fixccl

belief patterns ir.rtended to perpetLrate thc
orgar.rization. This can be likcnccl to whrt
Bruce said irbout styles:

'A styla should neuer be cousidarcd gospcl

truth, the /aus ant/ principlcs o.f'u,hiclt cal
neuer be uio/ated. Man, t/te liuittg, treatirtg
indiuidual, is altuays lilore ilnportltttt t/tan an,y

established s4,le."

Freed from Bondage
Bruce w:rs very cleirr that he had llot cre-
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ared a "style," but rather that his goal was to

Frce his students fiom bor-rdage to styles, pat-

terns :rnd doctrines. ln good conscience, we

(ould nor trrrdcrtake to cre.rte lrt orgrrtizntion
that wor,rlcl stifle the growth of its individual
members.

Instc:rcl, we decided tl.r;rt Jun Fan Jeet Kune

Do would be :rn organization of the second

tv;re, that is, one establishecl for the ptrrpose

of promoting unclerstar.rdins through pro-
viding the mear-rs fbr those seeking infbrr.na-

tion about the :rrt oF Brucc Lee. These me:rns

will take the Form of educatior.ral materials

such as books, articles, audio and videotapes,

serninars ar-rd individual instructton.
Irr.leciding ro fornt an organizarion. we

struggled with the same considerations that
were presented when I allowcd selections of
Bruce's notes to be cornpilecl and published as
'I-Le Tho of Jeer Kme Da. When Bruce was in
the process olt recording his notes, which he

tent;rtively entitled, "Commentaries on the

Martial Way", he wavered on whether to pub-

lish it. He was leaning toward not making his

notes public because hc dicl not want his way

to be taken as the gospel trr.rth with patterns

th:rt would be endlcssly in-ritated :rnd laws that

could never bc violated. Some years aftcr
Bruce cliecl, I searched my soul ar-rd dccided

tl.rat tl-re kr-rowledge contained in Bruce's notes

w:rs lar too valuable to be locked :rw:ry forever.

There is a legend about Buddha that whet.t

l-re preached his message on the extinguishing

ooDan Inosanto

held in high esteem

by his former
students for his

tremendous sliills

as a martial artist
and his knowledge

of Jun Fan Jeet

I(une Do...Dan is an

integral part of the
jeet kune do family

of Bruce Lee-the
l.0ool' t'enlatlls opell

r. ))[o htm.
ofselfishr-ress and hatred through the conquest

of the ego, the devil appeared to hirn and said,
"You have penetrateLl through to the secret of
lile, but ifyou preach this truth to others they

will not uncierstand you." Buddha replied,
"There will bc some who will uncierstand."

Th:rr was my hope in publishing The'lho, and

that is r-r.rv hope now in the Formation oFJun

Fan Jeet Kune Do.

Let the Argument Begin
There is a tendency :rmong those who adhere

to partial truths about jeet kune do to use The

Tro like a bible, that is, to start from a conclu-

sion and then find a passage to justifr it. Jeet

kune do is described by some as merely a theo-

retical approach to the study of martial arts.

They recite passages written by Bruce where he

talks about "formlessness, assuming all forrns, fit-
ting in with all styles, using all ways, being
bound by rrone, efficiency is anything that
scores," etc., to bolster their argument.

Alternatively, there are those who call jeet

kune do a curriculum containing only a lim-
ited number of techniques that stopped
evolvirrg with Bruce's death bec:ruse he did not
have tirne to cor.nplete his investigations. As is

oFten the case, there is a bit of truth in each

:rssertiot.t.

However, if either of these assernons were

is



It is a given that if Bruce were here today,

jeet kune do would be vastly different. But to
rry to predict in what direction he may have

taken it is truly an impossible task. Jun Fan

Jeet Kune Do does not presume to say what
he would have chosen to explore. Pete Jacobs,

a Nucleus member, put it this way:
"To say this is JKD or that is JKD would be

impossible unless Bruce were here to say it.
Everything else is interpretation. Ifyou write a

book and show techniques, you will have

defeated all Bruce stood For. Ifvou give only his

philosophy, everyone will interpret it diFFer-

ently. To explain what he did at the time he did
it and to leave room lor change and personal

adaptation is the only thing that might work."

One Man, One Vote
The group of charter members who met in

Seattle chose the name Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do

all that jeet kune do is, then Bruce could not
have written thousands of pages to describe

essential combative principles and techniques,

philosophical precepts that integrate physical

training with mental cultivation, a sound sci-

entific basis, and spiritual awareness that tran-
scends rhe an of combar inro a way oFlife.

It bothers me when Bruce's art is referred

to as simply a bunch of elements drawn lrom
various source5-2n g6ls61i6 mix. And yet I

can see how that perception persists and has

some validity-again, a partial truth. Bruce

did investigate all types of combative arts,
\Western, Eastern, ancient and modern; he did
incorporate principles and techniques from
boxing, fencing, judo, wing chun, to name

but a lew. Vhat I object to is the implication
that this process lacked originaliry because it
was jusr a composite of other arts. Nothing
could be Further from the truth.

Jeet kune do is based on certain principles

that Bruce found to be universal to all human

beings with rwo arms and wo legs. For a tech-

nique to become part of Bruce's personal
expression it had to fit the parameters of the

fundamental principles. This process was given

profound deliberation and was accomplished

wirh arrisric finesse and creative genius.

It is this set ofbasic technical, scientific and

philosophical principles-the foundation of
!,1u6s'5 211-1hat the Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do
Nucleus seeks to preserve-nothing, more,
nothing less. Ideally every person who under-

stands the basic principles of jeet kune do

should end up expressing himselFuniquely, that

is, he will research his own experience,
absorbing that which is useful and re.iecting the

unsuitable, and contributing his own specific

interpretation. Vhen individuals reach the

stage of artlessness, or the height of simpliciry
then truly they will have found their own
expression of jeet kune do, different from
anyone else. But one cannot reach that pinnacle

without having assembled the building blocks.

Membership in Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do
General membership in Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do is available to any and all who

support the goal of maintaining the integrity of the art of Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do as
taught, practiced and recorded by its founder, Bruce Lee, and of preserving and
perpetuating the art for the benefit of future generations.

Responsibilities of membership include: to abide by the Code of Ethics; to will-
ingly share information about JFJKD responsibly and accurately; and to actively
nurture their interest in the art and philosophy of Bruce Lee by becoming more

educated about Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do.
General members will receive a membership card, an official JFJKD emblem

pin, a member handbook, a quarterly newsletter, and participation in the Jun Fan

Jeet Kune Do annual rneeting for members only, as well as various activities of
the organization.

Annual membership fees are $35 per year. A $10 discount will be given to par-

ticipants of the First Annual Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do seminar for the first year.

General members may not use the JFJKD name to promote themselves, their
business, or any commercial products. Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do is a registered trade
mark of the Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do non-profit corporation. A general member is not
certned or recognized as an instructor or practitioner ofJun Fan Jeet Kune Do.

The Nucleus will begin recognizing qualified instructors of JFJKD. The sole pur-

pose of this recognition process is to serve as a reference source when inter-
ested persons ask for information about the art and philosophy of Bruce Lee. Cer-

tification to instruct is not a function of Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do; the certmcation
process is handled by individual instructors and their students. Those seeking
instruction in the art of Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do should contact the Nucleus for a

recommended teacher as well as study the recommended resource materials for
supplementary reference.

i lun Fan Jeet lfune Do Membership Application

il4ne

Address

Crty/Slqhnip

Phone !qn[q1

tlartial Arts InteresUlxpefi ence

to turthlling th€ goah of JflN|)?

I will abide by the terms of membenhip in lun Fan leet lfune llo and the Code of [thics:

Sig'Cd Date

Please send applicalion and annual membetship fee of $35 ($25 if seminar participant) t0:

Jun fan Jeet l{une Do

967 E. Pa*center Blvd. Box 177

Boise, lll 83706

Please no cash or personal checks. ll application is accepted, erpect t0 receive a membenhip packetftom sir to eight weeks.
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oo lt is time once again to point a finger at

the moon and see if it can let the light of

the jeet kune do star shine through."
Nucleus to describe this core group. The name

Nucleus was chosen because it is a term Bruce

often used in describing the "totality" of
combat or the "circle of no circumference."
Bruce wrote that the totality consisted of
sticking to the nucleus; liberation from the

nucleus; and returning to the original
freedom."

The Nucleus, unlike a martial arts school

where rank is necessary, is not arranged in a

hierarchical order; each person has an equal

vote as to activities that are undertaken. The
Nucleus feels that each o[ its members has his

own experiences, remembrances and interpre-
tations of their time with Bruce, "a piece o[
the puzzle," so to speak, and an equal desire to
see Bruce's work preserved. It is acknowledged

that some individuals spent more and some

less time with Bruce, however all insights are

invaluable.

The goals ofJun Fan Jeet Kune Do unani-
mously approved by all members of the
Nucleus present at our inaugural meeting in
Seattle are as follows:
. To preserve and perpetuate the art of Jun
Fan jeet kune do and to foster respect for its
Bruce Jun Fan Lee.
. To disseminate information to the martial
arts communiry and the public about the art
of Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do based upon Bruce

Lee's written notes and records and the per-

sonal experiences ofhis students and friends.
. To serve as a living repository of all the var-

ious aspects of Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do

including physical/technical training, histor-
ical foundation, scientific basis and philo-
sophical/mental/spi ritual learn ing.
. To maintain high standards of qualiry with
regard to the dissemination of information
concerning the art and its founder.
. To establish a Code of Ethics calling for
mutual respect between Nucleus members

and for instructors and practitioners of Jun
Fan Jeet Kune Do.
. To give recognition to legirimare instructors

and practitioners ofJun Fan Jeet Kune Do.

To summarize, Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do sees

itself as an educational body whose main
function is to disseminate information. To
borrow Bruce's words, the Nucleus does not
seek anyone's approval nor does it seek to
influence anyone toward a certain pattern of
thinking. Ve will be more than satisfied if an

individual searching for knowledge about
Bruce Lee's art "begins to investigate every-

thing for himself and ceases to uncritically
accept prescribed formulas. "

Dan Inosanto's Departure
The Nucleus serves as the Board of Direc-

tors of Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do. It is not a

closed group and new members will be added.

Since the formation of the group we have lost

one member and added another. Shortly after

attending the January meeting, Dan Inosanto,

Brucet assistant instructor at the L.A. China-
town School, resigned from the Nucleus,

deciding that he could best fulfill his promise

and obligation to Bruce in his own way as he

has for more than 20 years.

He wished the Nucleus the best of luck,

saying he shared the common goal of pro-
tecting and preserving Bruce's art and hoped

for an end to the unfortunate political contro-
versies that have surfaced in recent years.

There was some misunderstanding when

Dan left the group which I feel has been

blown out of proportion and deserves clarifi-
cation. It concerns a matter of semantics.
\When Dan resigned, he asked for emeritus
status. This term means "retired from active

duty," and since Dan was actually part of the

Nucleus for a very short time, emeritus would

Those who met for the flrst Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do Nucleus gathering included: Seated fiom left: Allan Joe, Taky Kimula, Shannon Lee Keasler, Linda Lee Cadwell,

Dan Inosanto and ceorge Lee. In back row from left: Greglon Lee, Lally Hartsell, Richard Bustillo, Chris Kent, steve Golden, Tim Tackett, Herb Jackson (front),

Bob Bremer, Ted Wong, Daniel Lee and John Little,
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not have been the appropriate term to use; in
fact, "emeritus" would not have applied to
anyone since the Nucleus had just been

Founded. Later, Dan requested 'Advisor"
status, ir-rdicating to me and Taky Kimura that
he would willingly share his knowledge of
Bruce's art with the Nucleus in its efforts to

draw together essential elements.

Recognizing Dan Inosantot many years of
experience in studying and teaching Bruce's

way of martial art, the Nucleus wanted to wel-

come him as an advisor but that designation

has been assigned to Thky Kimura ar-rd Allen

Joe, who are active members of the Nucleus.

In seeking to show Dan the respect he

deserves as sifu of many Nucleus members

both before and after Bruce's death, he was

asked to accept the title o[ Resource Consul-
tant. We lelt that "consultant" sounded pro-
lessional and would offer the independence he

desired. Dan, however, chose not to fulfill that
role at this time, and so declined the invita-
tion. Dan Inosanto is held in high esteem by

his former students for his tremendous skills

as a martial artist and his knowledge of Jun
Fan Jeet Kune Do, and he will always be wel-

come to take an active or consulting role in
the Nucleus' goal o[ unif ing Bruce's work.
Dan is an integral part ofthe jeet jeet kune do

family o[ Bruce Lee-the door remains open

to him.
It is the intent oF the Nucleus to work

along parallel paths rather than at cross pur-
poses with others who are expressing their
respect lor Bruce in their own way. 'We do not
choose to take part in "separative nonsenses,"

as Bruce said, or to create a rival organization

claiming to possess the "truth" to the exclusion

of all others. \We seek only to be a repository

of information, a starting point for the martial
artist beginning his process of self-discovery.

Recognizing Their Own
One oF the stated goals oF the Jun Fan Jeet

Kune Do Nucleus is to give recognition ro

legitimate instructors and practitioners. There

has been some misunderstanding about the

word "recognition". Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do is

an educational organization. It is not run like

a martial arts school-it does not bestow rank
or cerrification. BeFore receiving recognition as

a qualified practitioner or instructor of Jun
Fan Jeet Kune Do, a student must first pass

the qualifications set forth by his instructor.

At this rime rhe cerri$,ing instructor must

be a member of the Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do
Nucleus. however, in the future the member-

ship base will be broadened. When a student

is certified by his instructor, then that
instructor can recommend that the student be

recognized by the Nucleus. Our purpose in
this recognition process is to someday be able

to recommend qualified instructors to mem-

bers of the public seeking to learn Bruce Leet
way of martial art.

Members of the Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do
Nucleus are:

Taky Kimura (Advisor)-Bruce's assistant
instructor in the Seattle school: this school is

still in existence.

Allen loe (Advisor)-Student at the Oakland

School. Participates in seminars.

George Lee-Student at the Oakland School;

constructed training equipment lor Bruce.

Greglon Lee-Son of James Lee, Brucet assis-

tant instructor at the Oakland School
(deceased); teaches privately.

Ted Wong-Student at the L.A. Chinatown
school and private student; teaches privately
and at seminars.

Daniel Lee-Student at the L.A. Chinatown

Continued on page 10O

The four amigos, all with a close ties to the early days of Bruce Lee. From left: Richard Bustillo, Daniel

Lee, Dan Inosanto, and Taky Kimura.

Linda Lee Cadwell and daughter Shannon Lee Keasler oversee the momentous meeting of the jeet kune do

minds. From this star-studded gathering came the genesis known as the Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do Nucleus.
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JKD
Continued frcm page 47

school; currently teaches tai chi and Jun Fan

jeet kune do.
Richad Bustillo-Student at L.A. Chinatown
School; directs the IMB Academy in Torrance,

Calif., and teaches seminars.

Larry Hartsell-Student at L.A. Chinatown
School; currently teaches in Marina del Rey

and at seminars.

Herb lackson-Student at L.A. Chinatown
school and private student; constructed
training equipment for Bruce.

Bob Bremer-Student ar L.A. Chinatown
school; currently teaches small classes and at

seminars.

Pete lacobs-Student at L.A. Chinatown
school; currently teaches small classes.

Steve Golden-Student at L.A. Chinatown
school; currently teaches small classes in the

Pacific Northwest and at seminars.

lerry Poteet-Student at L.A. Chinatown
School; currently doing fight choreography For

film; teaches privately.

Tim Tackett-Former student of Dan
Inosanto; currently teaches small classes and at

seminars.

Ghris Kent-Former student of Dan
Inosanto; currently has a school in Venice,

Calif.
Tommy Gong-Student of Ted W'ong; cur-
rently teaches in San Francisco, Calif
lohn Little-Student of Ted \Wong and
Daniel Lee: writer and researcher of Brucet
volumes ofnotes and books.

Shannon Lee Keasler-Daughter of Bruce

Lee. Has studied with Richard Bustillo; cur-
rently studies with Ted Wong and Herb

Jackson.
Linda Lee Gadwell-Student at Seattle Jun
Fan Gung Fu Institute; does not teach.

The Nucleus welcomes input from any
and all persons who studied with or knew
Bruce. \We are interested in gathering a thor-
ough oral history to be recorded in our reposi-

tory. From time to time, new members will be

added to the Nucleus, and a category of gen-

eral membership in Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do for
those seeking information about Brucet work
will be available.

Bruce often used the analogy of water to
illustrate his beloved philosophy of jeet kune

do. It is an extension ofa Thoist lesson in gen-

tleness and one which the Jun Fan Jeet Kune

Do Nucleus aspires to.

Water has five characteristics:
. It can take the shape ofwhatever it is put in
a bowl, a cup, a valley. It is thus flexible,
adaptable, cooperative, not insisring on its

own way.
. \(/ater is patient, yet it has great strength: in
time it wears away the hardest rock. The quiet
person may have greater inner strength with
which to face challenges than a loud, overcon-
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fident person.
. 'Water is clearest when it is still; when it is tur-
bulent and angry it becomes muddy and
destructive. lVe can be clearest in thought and in
control of the ego when we are quiet and still.
. 'Water ignores boundaries; it flows under
fences and across national boundaries with no

concern. It is not divisive, plays no favorites, is

equally at the service ofall.
. 'Water is your friend if you cooperate with it
and your enemy if you fight it. A fearful
person thrashing wildly in water may drown,

where a quiet person may be buoyed by the

water and foat. People who treat each other as

rivals or enemies will involve themselves in
endless conflict, suspicion and hatred. The
gentler and more trusting people will be more

accepting and find inner peace.

Shining Light
tX/hen his father died, Brandon was eight

years old. In the few years that they had to
share, Bruce spent his happiest moments
playing and practicing with his son, and with
Shannon as well although she was only lour
when her dad died. One year after Bruce died,

we moved back to California, and Brandon
tried to continue his martial arts training with
Dan Inosanto and some of the original [el-

lows, but he was so affected by his father's

absence that it was too difficult for him to be

around the thing Bruce loved so much.

Brandon was always athletic and as he

grew into his teens and 20s he kept himself in
fabulous physical condition-running,
cycling, working with weights, maintaining
the washboard abs, etc. In his early 20s he

began to explore the martial arts with a

teacher and friend outside the circle of his

father's students-Mike Vendrell.

Then in the last few years of his life he

returned on his own to Dan Inosanto's
Academy and studied the arts with his dad's

old friend. He worked hard and his innate
abilities began to shine through. Some hoped

that Brandon might follow in his father's foot-
steps and become the leader of jeet kune do

even though Brandon never denied that acting

was his first passion. Of course, these hopes

were dashed March 31, 1993 when a chain of
fatal mistakes ended Brandont life.

I believe in the theory that life is made up

of bundles of energy and intelligence, which
when extinguished in the form we knew it, are

endlessly recycled. Like the light of a distant
star that continues to reach the Earth long
after it has been extinguished, I believe that
the bundles of energy and intelligence that
were Bruce and Brandon continue to touch us

with spiritual energy and intelligent impulses.

Bruce and Brandon made enriching con-

tributions to the cosmic process which pro-
duced them and to which they have returned.
'W'e hope to honor their work by the efforts we

make. I

Nuclear War
Continued from page 77

Mizhou Hui's student competed against a former
Soviet KGB fighter in the 1996 Cleveland Open-

Hand Championship.

sion never materialized as the Chinese with-
drew from Vietnam after nine days ofattack.

Since the collapse of Russia, the border
area remains peaceful. People could travel to
the area without applying for special permis-

sion. The Former Chinese secret police unit,
anti-Soviet division, in the border area is
known today as the "division of international
and political securiry". Three are depicted in
an accompanying photograph. The one on the

far right is my friend and previous martial arts

student who obtained hero status after neu-

tralizing a crazed knife-wielding army soldier

who had just killed another man with the
same knife. The one second from the left is
my childhood friend from a traditional police

family. He used to have a habit of threatening

his brother with a loaded AK-47 whenever

they fought each other during our childhood.
The middle one is my brother who retired
from the police unit ten years ago.

Today, former enemies visit each other for
trade and exchange. In Canada, I had first
introduced Chinese military martial arts to
North America via a manual I had written
based on the 49th field army special forces

and their experiences in the 1969 border dis-

pure.

Interestingly enough, I have met one ofthe
former trainers of the Soviet special forces
(master Vladimir Vasiliev) here in my new-

found home. So who is better? I cannot hon-
estly tell you. \We probably have to test our
systems and skills again to improve each other.

However, this time, 27 years after the border

disputes, it will not be for the sake of war but
instead an academic study and test.

Finally, to complete this legendary story, I
would like to say that soldiers from both sides

were innocent pawns in this struggle between

two great Communist superpowers. However,

the soldiers' love, hate, courage and fears still
deserve to be revealed and it is like a beautiful

song that someday I would be happy to share

with everyone o.t rr"g.. 6


